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Shaw on Davies
I once knew a Georgia member of the National Guard
who knew Jimmy Carter when Carter was governor of
Georgia and I asked him if the public Carter–moral and
upright–was different from the private Carter. No, he
said, and the same could be said about Hansen W. Baldwin, the first and long-time military editor of the New
York Times. As a journalist, Baldwin, who began his journalism career in Baltimore, where his father was a prominent journalist, soon shifted to the Times. Like Carter,
Baldwin, a graduate from Annapolis, gave up a Navy career. By the end of the 1930s, Baldwin had become the
military editor and covered military conflicts from World
War II through the Vietnam War. Born in 1903, Baldwin
died in 1991. That was millions of words later.

son Baldwin learned from his father, even if it took careful weighing of multiple sources. Even if it meant delaying publication to make sure everything was right. Baldwin’s conception of journalism reminds one of Joseph
Pulitzer’s assertions earlier in the century that journalism, like law and medicine, is a public trust. Those interested in military history especially will enjoy this trek
through the reporting about the threatened, then suddenly explosive World War II, with the surprise attack
on Pearl Harbor in 1941. Readers will remember that we
asked, could we have seen it coming?
And readers will revisit the reporting on the Allied
landings in North Africa–where Rommel was waiting–
and on Italy, and finally on the landings on D-Day in
1944. Of course we also will follow the struggles of the
U.S. Marines and Army and Navy in the island-hopping
strategy of the South Pacific. We also will learn how
Baldwin, the journalist, had to deal with censors and with
concerns, now and then, from his own editors and publisher. Baldwin could be hard-headed. Baldwin was not
an angel.

Robert Davies has written a marvelous book about
Baldwin from the point of view of historical method.
Davies consulted the correspondence of Baldwin, such
as it was, with editors, publishers, and reporters at the
Times, as well as reading Baldwin’s Times articles and
many articles published in a variety of magazines. Baldwin corresponded with military and political leaders and
he knew many of them personally. Many became maThen there was Korea and Vietnam. By then his pubjor sources. Davies considered all of these sources, sifted
lisher
had changed and Hansen was older and, as he aged
through them, and then put together a flowing narrative.
and
times
evolved, not quite in position to have his work
Davies is an impressive historian.
published without younger editors reviewing and someThe narrative captures Baldwin in his early days as a times changing copy. Many of us remember the Vietnam
reporter, his hard work and desire to tell the truth, a les- War. Baldwin favored the effort to expand the war, views
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